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OBJECTIVES 
§Understand why the risks of interpersonal 
violence increase during and after disasters.
§Recognize how interpersonal violence 
manifests itself and how to prevent, mitigate 
and respond to it.
§Understand the importance of addressing 
gender and diversity into emergency 
programing.
§Define actions that YOU can take to build 
resilience and protection in your own field.











PEOPLE OF ALL GENDERS HAVE DIFFERENT NEEDS, 
CAPACITIES, VULNERABILITIES, COPING STRATEGIES 
AND INTERESTS

THEREFORE, THEIR EXPERIENCES WILL BE DIFFERENT



STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK OF THE RED CROSS AND 
RED CRESCENT



MENTAL HEALTH AND PSYCHOSOCIAL SUPPORT 
IN EMERGENCIES



OTHER MINIMUM STANDARDS 



Protection, 
Community Engagement 

and 
Gender & Diversity



BEST PRACTICES IN PREPAREDNESS

§Put our humanitarian house in order
§ Integrate protection, community engagement, 
gender and diversity into the assessment tools

§Ensure gender-based violence and safety of women
and children are considered in all disaster
preparedness and planning

§Raise awarness and educate
§Partner with other agencies



BEST PRACTICES IN EMERGENCY RESPONSE
AND EARLY RECOVERY

§Prioritize protection, gender and diversity as well as 
community engagement

§Respond rapidly
§Share critical information widely
§Collect data and monitor
§Support community-based support and self help
§Speak up – raise our collective voice
§Advocate to government and humanitarian agency
partners



BEST PRACTICES IN LONG-TERM RECOVERY
AND DEVELOPMENT

§Take a long-term view and apply comprenhensive
approach

§Focus on priority actions for protection, gender and 
diversity as well as community engagement



BEST PRACTICES FOR CROSS-CUTTING
ACTIONS ACROSS THE DISASTER RESPONSE
CYCLE

§Ensure opportunities for community engagement 
and accountability

§Leaders must lead
§ Incorporate gender and diversity
§ Include children and youth
§ Integrate into existing tools and approaches
§Monitor, evaluate and define lessons learned
§Budget



Group work



Despite the fact that violence has 
always been present, the world does 
not have to accept it as an inevitable 
part of the human condition...
Violence can be prevented. This is not 
an article of faith, but a statement 
based on evidence.

Nelson Mandela



Thank you!


